BIU NEWS 2011 MARCH
EARTHQUAKE, TSUNAMI AND FIRE IN JAPAN
It was the biggest catastrophe in the 400 years past of Japan. And
the magnitude 9.0 is one of the biggest earthquakes in the world
history. Some cities were completely disappeared with nothing left
but the flat ground. Houses and people gone somewhere. So the
government do not know how many people dead exactly yet. Still
electric, transport, phone, water, gas are stopped and 2 unclear
generating stations in Fukushima Prefecture in danger. Survivors
are calmly and trying their best to keep exists. Good thing is over
50 nations already offered their help to Japan and some of them
(USA, Korea and Singapore) are started working. We hope to
recover the situation however…
Thanks a lot for your mails. I am okay but half of Japan had
very big damage and we still do not know the actual size of
it this time. Just a week ago, I was in the area (the north of
Japan, near to the unclear generating stations and stayed
in Tokyo for 3 days) to have meeting and check the venue
in a village for the WBC in the future. Therefore it is very
pity to have the catastrophe this time. And if the
earthquake happed one week ago. I am sure I was in it. We
got another earthquake in the different place with chain
reaction. Nagano, Gifu and it is getting closer to may place.
I do not know if it comes to my place. There is very high
risk to have another big earthquake again in some weeks
and some years. We have to wait and see. BJU is trying to
check the members in the areas. Need some more days at
least. Again, thanks to your thought and I am still okay.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Thank you for worry about me, my family and Japan.
hello Hiro
it's worry all of us here in S'pore when we heard the news i did call u

but no response bless that u n family are alright waiting to hear from
u take care
Dear Hiro,
Wish Yuna, you and your family are well now!! Natural disasters
cann't subvert us!! God bless Japan and I am supporting for you
always.
Sincerely yours,
Kevin
Dear Hiro,
I am in Torredenbarra in Catalonia attending first round of Europen
Cup 2011. I am worried about news from Japan showing earthquake
and tsunami waves. I hope you your family and all members of our
BikeTrial family are good. We are very sorry about it. Hopefully I'll
get a good news from you.
Warm regards,
Libor
Dear Maria, Pere, Ot,
Do you have any news about Hiro and other friends? I am very
worried about them.
Thank you for your answer.
Libor
Dear Hiro,
News that Tsunami in Japan, are you okay?
Sincerely yours,
Yosnison Maretsa
Dear Hiro.
Hoping you and your family are in safe place after the earthquake.
unpeaceful moments for your country. All our support from Spain
and all Biketrial family. All Biketrial people in Japan are ok?
Yours sincerely
Enric Gibert Castroverde
BikeTrial Associació Catalana
Responsable Comunicació
Dear Hiro,
No good news are being released on the TV. Is everything Ok with
you and your family? It is being said to have been a strong
earthquake
Maria Isern
Dear Hiro,
How are you???????????
I hope in your place everything is ok!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Best regards
Ot Pi
Dear
Hiro,
I hope you have not bad news for you and your family after the
terrible earthquake in your country... I saw the very big fire with gas
and
petrol....
terrible...

Best
regards,
Jean-Luc
Dear
Hiro,
We are thinking of all our friends in Japan right now and sincerely
hope that you and others have not been personally affected by the
terrible disaster brought on by the earthquake further north in the
country.
Regards,
Brian and Ada
Hiro
Sad to see all what happens to Your nation! Hope You and your
family are ok.
Kristaps
News No. 009 dated 12/03/2011

FROM CHINA
Jason has sent me below news. Thanks for putting it on the website. First,
congratulations to Chinese rider Zhao. He got 14 place in the world as the first
Chinese rider in the history of Biketrial. We hope his better results this year.
The event in Japan, Kameoka cup and the 1st High school & College
championship was very successful. The event was held with the corporation
of Hiro and Japan Biketrial Students Union.
Hiro is planning to hold next Kameoka cup on 27/March. It will be the 3rd
events of KC in this year. Just one year ago, Hiro invited Taiwanese girl Lee
Pei-yu for KC and she took part it and practiced with Yuna (national champion
2011) for 10 days while she stayed Japan. We wonder how is she doing now.
Any way it could be nice to have riders from the overseas again. Hiro is
waiting for the contact any time.
Dear Hiro
2011 BIU Category and Elite List:
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2960

Kameoka Cup 12:
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2962

Japan High School and College Championship:
http://www.xbreaker.com/ArticleShow.asp?ArticleID=2963

Best Regards
Jason
News No. 008 dated 11/03/2011

FROM SINGAPORE
Hi Hiro,

We have stock of punch cards of good quality that we have
made extra since Asia pacific. Yos could have comtacred me and he
can have some. and i wish to have more information about the
events in Indonesia so i can provide for his needs. I have been
waiting for some news to visit indonesia as well :)
Hope it helps
Walton
Dear Walton,
Thanks for your mail. Thanks for your offering to the needs of Yos. I
think he will try to contact you soon after he checked this news.
Sincerely yours,
Hiro
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